The interactions between people who do not know each other have been greatly increased with the on-going increase of people's cyberspace activities. In this situation, there exist potential risk factors such as the possibility of fraud, so we need a method to reduce or eliminate those risk factors. Concerning this necessity, rating systems are widely used, and many trust metrics calculated from rate values that people give to each other are proposed to help them make decisions. However, the trust metrics decrease the accuracy, and this is caused by the different rating scales and ranges of each person. So, we propose a fuzzy adjustment method to solve this problem. It is possible to catch the exact meaning of the trust value that each person selects through applying fuzzy sets, which improve the accuracy of the trust metric calculated from the trust values. We have applied our fuzzy adjustment method to the TidalTrust algorithm, a representative algorithm for calculating the local scalar trust metric, and we performed an experimental evaluation with four data sets and three evaluation methods.
Introduction
Interactions that are mediated by the Internet are immensely increasing due to the on-going development of the Internet. Those interactions often take place between people who do not know each other. People tend to be uncomfortable while interacting with strangers and they are interested in finding ways to relieve their discomfort. Therefore, rating systems are widely used in which users choose rate values within a given range to express their opinion of a specific topic. The range given to users can be either continuous or discrete, and a discrete range is more commonly used. Value scales have to be defined for a discrete range, and the simplest one is using binary values and values from two to ten are generally used.
However, the actual value range that each user chooses can vary. For instance, let us suppose that each user shows the reliability of their neighbors by selecting a number from one to ten from a predefined range of 1 to 10 (number ten means fully trusted). Fig. 1 demonstrates this with a weighted directed graph; the circle and arrow express the person and the direction of trust, respectively. Here, user B and user C equally give trust rates to their three neighbors. User C uses a wide range (rate 3, 6, and 9), while user B uses a narrow range (rate 7, 8, and 9). The rate value that is selected by each user is utterly subjective, so no one can raise an objection about that. However, it becomes a completely different issue when there is a specific method based on these values. For instance, user A needs a control mechanism when he allows user F or user H access to his personal data. If user A adopts an access control method based on trust values, he would consult user B and user C because he does not directly know user F and user H. User A equally gives a trust value of eight to both user B and user C. Therefore, the trust value from user A to user F is seven and the trust value from user A to user H is six. Accordingly, user A concludes that user F is more trusted than user H.
However, this is not fair because it seems that seven means low trust from the viewpoint of user B and six means average trust from the viewpoint of user C.
Fig. 1. A different trust value range among users
Because a single trust value can have a different meaning to different persons as we described above, a way to correctly interpret it is needed.
To solve this problem, we propose an adjustment method based on fuzzy sets. Particularly, we will apply our adjustment method to the local scalar trust metrics to improve its precision. It becomes possible to interpret the exact meaning of the values that each person gives to his neighbors through using the fuzzy membership functions. Based on this interpretation, calculating the trust metrics with adjusted values becomes more accurate. This paper is constructed as follows. Section 2 introduces the trust metrics and explains the reason why local scalar trust metrics need an adjustment. In section 3, we describe how a fuzzy membership function can be effectively used for an adjustment and we propose a FuzzyTidalTrust algorithm that applies our adjustment method to the TidalTrust, a local scalar trust metric algorithm. In section 4, we show the experimental results that compare the FuzzyTidalTrust to the TidalTrust with four data sets and three evaluation methods. Finally, section 5 concludes the proposals made in this paper and suggests some topics for future studies.
Defining Trust Metrics
Trust is used as an important guideline when people make decisions [1] . The trust of sellers or products is used as an important basis in buyer's selections [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , and it is used as a criterion to select a data source in P2P file sharing systems [7] [8] [9] or recommendation systems [10] [11] . Meanwhile, as trust is gaining attention as being a useful tool, various methods have emerged for calculating trust metrics. Ziegler [12] classified various trust metrics according to some attributes as in Fig. 2 . 'Distributed' and 'Centralized' refer to the place where the trust metrics are evaluated and quantified. The global trust metric is calculated from the whole graph information, while the local trust metric is quantified with partial graph information. Finally, 'group' and 'scalar' are features of the calculated values. In the case of the scalar trust metric, a single value is produced along the path from source to target, while a trust value is given as a relative rank among persons included in the calculation in the case of the group trust metric. PageRank [13] and Ziegler's Appleseed are representative algorithms that give group trust metrics. These algorithms include the normalization process. Equation (1) is a basic equation of the PageRank algorithm. The reputation value of P i , denoted r(P i ), is the sum of the reputations of all P j having an outlink to P i . | P j | is the number of outlinks from P j .
(1)
In other words, each page equally distributes its own reputation to its neighbors; actually, PageRank defines a damping factor, so each page holds some portion of its reputation and hands out the rest to its neighbors. For instance, suppose that the links between pages are given as in Fig. 3 . Page A equally gives its reputation to Page B and Page D, i.e., 1/2. The PageRank algorithm assumes that every link has the same weight value, but the normalization process can be applied to the case where each link has a different weight. Appleseed, a representative local group metric algorithm, defines equation (2) for a graph as shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 3 . The weight value has a real number between 0 and 1. A bigger number means a higher trust value. In addition, Appleseed defines a spreading factor which carries out the same function as that of the damping of PageRank. 'x' user distributes his reputation to y as much as the weight given to 'y' that's normalized by the sum of weights of all the outgoing edges of 'x'. For example, 'D' distribute r(D) to 'F' as much as '1/(0.5+1+0.5)'. Appleseed is similar the PageRank, except that each individual distributes his own reputation to the adjacent neighbors proportional to the weight value. (2) This way, the calculation of group trust metrics lets each person distribute his reputation to his neighbors through normalization. Therefore, if a certain person adds an outlink, the portion given to his existing neighbors is proportionally reduced, as is shown on the right side of On the contrary, the calculation of scalar trust metrics does not include the process of normalization, so the trust value that each person gives to his neighbors can be infinitely used during the calculation process. Suppose that we calculate an indirect trust value with using TidalTrust [14] , which is a representative algorithm to evaluate local scalar trust metric. (3) is the equation of the TidalTrust. t ik is the trust value from person 'i' to person 'k', and adj(i) is a set of the neighbors of person 'i'. Each person gives a trust value to his adjacent neighbor. A trust value is a number from one to ten (number ten means fully trusted). 'max' is established during the process of the calculation, and only the opinions of the neighbors that are rated greater than max are included in the calculation according to the condition 't ij ≥ max'. How to find the 'max' is explained minutely in [14] . (3) In Fig. 4 , although person 'A' adds hundreds of new neighbors, the trust value used to calculate the trust of person 'C' is not changed according to the definition of equation (3). However, such calculation may produce incorrect results because it does not reflect the exact meaning of the number that each person gives to his neighbor. For instance, let us directly and indirectly calculate the trust metric of one neighbor: the direct trust from person A to person B is seven, while the indirect trust is five when we calculate the trust towards person C. If we analyze the results with only numbers, then two results seem to be different. However, trust value seven that person A gives to his neighbor might be equal to the trust value five that person C gives to his neighbors when analyzing all numbers that person A and person C give to their neighbors. We propose an adjustment method based on fuzzy sets to solve this problem. By using fuzzy sets, the exact meaning of numbers that each person gives to his neighbors can be captured. As a result, the precision of the local scalar trust metric is improved. 
Adjusting Trust Values Using Fuzzy Sets
In the real world, it is not an easy problem to quantify a person's opinion or evaluation of a specific subject, and the same is true when quantifying the trust of neighbors; if there are only two words for representing trust, i.e., 'reliable' and 'unreliable', then this will be a simple problem. But in practice, 'very reliable' or 'little reliable' are general statements. Therefore, rating systems enable people to select a value from a given range in order to represent their opinions of specific subjects, and this approach makes quantification possible. However, as described above, that is not a simple problem because the same trust number can have different meanings depending on the person.
For instance, Fig. 5 depicts a trust graph, and the trust values given are built into a matrix as in Fig. 6 ; an item (i, j) is the trust value from person i to person j. We get indirect trust values for this trust graph by applying the TidalTrust algorithm and the results of that are in the matrix in Fig. 7 (we applied one as a max value of equation (3) and the underline indicates an item of the direct trust value). We can find interesting items in these results. For example, person 14 has seven neighbors and the minimum and maximum trust values he gave to his neighbors are 2 and 7, respectively. However, there are indirect trust values from person 14 that are out of the range from 2 to 7 (the indirect trust values to person 1 and person 18 are 10). For the person 14, the trust value 2 means 'least reliable' and the trust value 7 means 'most reliable'. Therefore, the trust values out of the range from 2 to 7 are values that person 14 cannot figure out. In this way, the fact that a single trust value has different meanings for different persons is the cause of the reduced precision of the trust metrics that will perform a calculation with using this number. Thus, a method to relieve this matter is needed. Fuzzy sets [15] is a useful tool to solve those problems. Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic are used in various areas [16] [17] [18] , which include the problems of imprecision, uncertainty and partial truth. We used the fuzzy sets for interpreting the meaning of trust values that each person gives to his neighbors and solve the problem described above. First, we defined three membership functions for trust values: mf Low , mf Medium, and mf High . When the minimum, maximum and average of one person are t min , t max , and t avg , respectively, mf Low , mf Medium , and mf High are defined as in equation (4), (5) , and (6), respectively. For instance, the minimum, average and maximum of all trust values of person 1 are 3, 6.29, and 9, respectively; three membership functions for person 1 are given in Fig. 8 .
On the contrary, three membership functions for person 5 are as in Fig. 9 ; the minimum, average and maximum of all trust values are 2, 4.8, and 7, respectively. As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , the same trust value can have different meanings for different persons, so the calculated value of the trust metric will be imprecise if the raw trust values are used in the calculation. We devised a value adjustment method that uses the fuzzy sets to solve this matter, and we applied it to the TidalTrust algorithm as below: Suppose that we calculate the indirect trust value from person 1 to person 4 using FuzzyTidalTrust. In the process of FuzzyTidalTrust, the trust value from person 5 to person 4 is adjusted as shown in Fig. 10 . For person 5, trust value '2', the trust value from person 5 to person 4, is a member of the fuzzy set 'Low' and its membership value is '1', and trust value '3' is a member of fuzzy set 'Low' and its membership value is '1' for person 1. Therefore, the trust value from person 5 to person 4 is adjusted from '2' to '3' for calculating the indirect trust value from person 1 to person 4.
But, the original trust value from person 5 to person 4 is restored after finishing this calculation. (Fig. 7) ; the minimum difference is 0.1 and the maximum is 3. 
Experimental Results and Analysis
TidalTrust and FuzzyTidalTrust produce different results from the same input data, so we need a performance evaluation scheme. Intuitively, we can say that FuzzyTidalTrust more accurately reflects each person's intent than TidalTrust in that indirect trust values from FuzzyTidalTrust are in the scope of trust values that each person gives to his neighbors. However, we need to prove that in an objective way.
ASSUMPTION 1.
Persons who are trusted highly will tend to agree with the user more about the trustworthiness of others than persons who are less trusted.
The assumption 1 means that both a trustor and his highly rated trustee will give the same trust value to their common neighbors with high probability. In principle, the local scalar trust metrics are based on assumption 1. However, the real world does not comply with that because each person can have a different opinion about a particular person. Moreover, a trust value can be interpreted as having a different meaning depending on the person who uses that in rating systems supporting multi-scale.
To capture this aspect, we have compared the performance of FuzzyTidalTrust to TidalTrust with four trust value sets that have different features and different three evaluation methods. Four trust value sets are defined as below.
-Set 1: The trust values that are randomly generated are given to each user.
-Set 2: A trustor and his trustees give the same trust values to their common neighbors. For instance, both person A and person C give the same trust value of seven to person B, who is a common neighbor of both person A and person C, as is shown in Fig. 12 . commonNeighbor := getNextCommonNeighbor( ); } } Set 1, 2, and 3 are artificially generated data, so we have added 'set 4' for a more objective evaluation.
-Set 4: The trust values extracted from Enron email corpus [21] [22] are used; Enron email corpus contains the mail directories of 150 users. The extraction process is as follows: 1) There is no explicit trust rating in Enron email corpus, so we consider email interactions among persons a metric of trust. 2) Each person interacted with some other person. All persons whom one person interacted with are ranked according to the interaction count, and then they are divided into ten groups. 3) Trust value '10' is given to a group with the highest rank, and trust value '1' is given to a group with the least rank.
The 'leave-one-out cross validation' is commonly used for evaluating local scalar trust metrics.
In the leave-one-out cross validation, the original value is compared with the predicted value that is calculated excluding the original value. In this context, the indirect trust value is compared with the direct trust value. We have used three evaluation methods as follows:
-Evaluation method 1: We calculated the MAE (Mean Absolute Error), one of the measures of using the leave-one-out cross validation. The MAE is give by equation (7); f i is the prediction and y i is the true value (the original trust value given by each person).
(7) For instance, the trust value that person A gives to person B is 7, as is shown in Fig. 12 , and the indirect trust value from person A to person B is 6, assuming that the edge from person A to person B does not exist. Therefore, e B is 1. -Evaluation method 2: We evaluated precision using the trust levels that are defined by the membership functions of the fuzzy sets. If the true trust level equals the predicted trust level, then we counted this as a correct instance. -Evaluation method 3: We defined this as a correct instance where the true level equals all trust levels that neighbors whom trustor gives 'High' level give to the same person. For instance, in Although evaluation method 3 is not commonly used, it is an effective way to evaluate local scalar trust metrics in that the problem of evaluating various metrics is how they can correctly calculate indirect trust values. In short, in rating the systems that support multi-scale, if every person uses trust values with the same meaning and assumption 1 is fully satisfied, then evaluation method 1 and 2 are enough to evaluate the performance of various local scalar trust metrics. Otherwise, evaluation method 3 will be a suitable choice. Two trust graphs are used in our experiments (graph 1 and 2). 'Graph 1' is a randomly generated graph having 200 members, and 'graph 2' is a graph extracted from Enron email corpus; their densities are approximately 0.2 and 0.1, respectively. We have applied data set 1, 2, and 3 and three evaluation methods to these two graphs. Data set 4 can be applied only to the 'graph 2'. Table 1 shows the results of applying data set 1, 2, and 3 and three evaluation methods to the 'graph 1' and Table 2 shows the results of applying four data sets and three evaluation methods to the 'graph 2'. The results of evaluation methods 2 and 3 are the percentages that represent precision values. There are some observations on these results. First, the results show much difference according to the feature of data sets. As we mentioned earlier, local scalar trust metrics are based on the assumption 1. However, the results from data set 2 are better than the results from data set 3 for all evaluation methods; data set 3 is in high compliance with assumption 1, and data set 2 does not comply with assumption 1 because each trustee gives the same trust value to common neighbors all the time.
Moreover, the results from data set 4, a real-world data set, in Table 2 indicate that the performance of local scalar trust metrics is clearly reduced if the assumption is not satisfied. Second, the results with the 'graph 1' have the same patterns as the results with the 'graph 2'. These results say that graph topology is not a critical factor in evaluating the performance of local scalar trust metrics although it can play a role in emphasizing the results. Third, the results from TidalTrust are better than the results from FuzzyTidalTrust in the case of applying evaluation method 1 and evaluation method 2 to data set 2. These are natural outcomes because data set 2 assumes that a trustor and his trustees give the same trust values to their common neighbors and FuzzyTidalTrust breaks this assumption. One interesting thing is that the results of applying evaluation method 3 are reversed. This is also natural because a trustor consults only neighbors whom he gives 'High' level. Finally, FuzzyTidalTrust has an improved precision when evaluation method 3 is applied. The precision is improved by 2% for all data sets for the 'graph 1', whereas it varies from 9% to 15% for the 'graph 2'. We guess that these remarkable differences between two results arise from the density difference between two graphs. We will do a further research on applying evaluation method 3 to various graphs and data sets. 
Conclusions and Future Works
With the increased use of the Internet, the interactions between people who do not know each other have also been exponentially increased. Particularly, there will be tremendous expansion of social relations, beyond our expectations, along with the development of the next generation web represented by online social network services. The uncertainty and risk of the interactions between people who do not know each other are becoming barriers to this expansion. Besides, for search engines and recommender systems, the core players in a world of information overload, a method that let people evaluate the reliability of others effectively is an essential tool. Reliability has different meanings depending on the context in which it is used, and the metrics used for evaluating it vary. If the factor of personal preference is excluded, then group trust metrics, producing rank among objects, will be the most suitable tool because they hold objectivity.
However, we have to use the local scalar trust metrics to reflect personal preference. In short, we can use group trust metrics to find out which movie everyone likes, while local scalar trust metrics are suitable tools in the case of finding out which movie a particular person likes. Local scalar trust metrics are founded on the assumption that persons who are trusted highly will tend to agree with the user more about the trustworthiness of others than persons who are less trusted. However, a trust value that is selected by each user is utterly subjective and can be differently interpreted depending on the person who uses that trust value in rating multi-scale systems, so we need a method to calculate local scalar trust metrics that reflect these points. Accordingly, we designed a fuzzy adjustment method that can capture the real meaning of the trust value that each person uses, and we applied it to calculating the local scalar trust metrics. Through the experiments with three data sets and three evaluation methods, we showed that our FuzzyTidalTrust outperforms TidalTrust, a representative algorithm calculating local scalar trust metric. Some researchers claim that only local trust metrics are true trust metrics [19] .
However, in practice, local trust metrics are not widely used, while group trust metrics are used in various fields. One reason for this situation might be the absence of a suitable evaluation scheme for local scalar trust metrics. We have proposed a new evaluation method using fuzzy sets against this problem. As written in [20] , evaluating the performance of local scalar metrics is still a challenging problem. In future works, we will find a way to evaluate our FuzzyTidalTrust in a more objective way. For example, applying our algorithm to a recommender system based on online social networks will be a good testbed.
